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Greater than a century later, the Santos de Cartier collection still pays homage towards the
functionality and design needs of amongst the first watches made to be shackled by the wrist.
The initial Santos didn't have structural break between the case and also the accessories, fully
incorporated lugs along with a novel square case with rounded corners - all traits that may be
observed in the 4 modern versions from the collection: Santos

de Cartier Galbee, Santos-Dumont, Santos 100 and Santos Demoiselle.

The Cartier Santos 100 was released in 1911 through the founder of the home of Cartier grand
son, Louis-Francois Cartier, who introduced the Santos to Cartier watch collection and started
Cartier wealthy good reputation for fashion the watchmaking industry.The Cartier Santos 100 has
happened to be seen on top fashion editor and celebrity stylist Rachel Zoe. She even picked the
Santos 100 among her favorite watches.The Cartier Santos 100 Medium Womens Watch is
definitely an elegant, medium-sized, luxury watch out for women. The Santos 100 for ladies is
available in different colors and styles. Obtainable in stainless and 18k gold, with a range of a pink,
burgundy or black alligator straps and optional bezel set with round cut diamonds, this watch is
essential for self-announced fashionistas.

This Replica Cartier Santos 100 Medium watch includes a steel octagonal in shape crown set
having a facetted spinnel, silvered opaline dial with roman numbers, with an alligator strap by
having an adjustable buckle. We have an automatic (self winding) movement and it is
water-resistant to 100 meters (330 ft). The dial is silver and also the dial's texture is guilloche. The
crystal is sapphire and scratch resistant. The case and bezel are stainless steel and also the case
measures 32 mm (1.26 in). The case back is screwed lower.
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